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About This Game

"Love: it's easy to find and it's easy to spark.
The challenge of love is actually maintaining it."

When a man becomes the victim of a car crash that costs him his entire sense of sight, he has no choice but to try and live on
without it. Treated with kid gloves by both his best friend and his sensitive girlfriend, he tries to make the best of his situation
and becomes adjusted to using his remaining four senses while still being himself. However, can he keep and protect his love

without being able to see her or her hardships?

–

Genre: Drama/Slice of Life/Dating Sim(BxG)

Writer/Programmer - Michaela Laws
Composer - Christopher Escalante

Sound Effects - Jonah Scott
Art - Kopianget (Rizky Prahesa) , ReddArt , Michaela Laws

Voice Talent - Warky T. Chocobo, Michaela Laws, James Brown Jr., & Hayden Daviau

-

For Self-voicing (For the visually impaired), simply start the game, then press combination "Shift+V"
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Sigh, where do I even begin with this one?
Chromium? check. Bad game engine
NO settings? Check
NO window options? check
terrible controls? check
terrible hit detection?> check
lack of any explanations, even controls? check
poor grammar and english? you betcha!

this is early access, 99% of the screenshots you see, are NOT in this game.
the sword attacks terribly, there;'s no way to regain health, everytime you kill an enemy a gigant HUD blots of either side of the
screen, and then you get through level 1 - become invincible, and fight a : guardain" boss that you can only hit a few times once
every 15 seconds. And you never take damage.

And then a cutscene * haha * plays out, half of which you can;t read if you're on the darker side of the level.

and then the game says it;s early access, that's all!

and then you get stuck on a screem that says CHOOSE ONE!
it doesnt say WHAT to choose, or WHERE you cick or what button to hit, i randomly cicked my mouse around and somehow
advanced to the next " stage "

in this stage, almot none of the floors were properly done, clipped through walls, and was walking on platforms that don't exist,
or i walked about amile above the ground.

and then I got stuck in a small indent that I could not jump out of no matter what.

GAME OF THE YEAR.

don't buy into the lies the screenshots tell you, this game is rubbish, Early access rubbish.
overpriced at that.

avoid this game at all costs.
. If you're looking for a stroll in the park side scrolling beat'em up, then this IS NOT the game for you. Even on the easiest
setting, GREEN MODE, does nothold your hand. Granted my personal reaction time plays a role in the decision, however, the
demand for a quick reaction time is still rather quick. When other gamers have said that this game is hard, they're not lying. If
you love challenging games then this is for you.. Only thing i wish it did was save you progress but other then that i like it..
When creating an RPG, one of the most important things are the characters. While RPG making tools often come with their
own standard characters, it can really set a game apart if the game uses custom designed characters. But, for those of us like me
who lack the ability to create custom character portraits and character sprites, Game Character Hub is a godsend.

Basically, when you start the tool you create a type of character. Then you pick pieces from the proper character type, select
them, and shift their order around, until the character looks right. The character (or face portrait) is shown in the lower left-hand
corner, so you can quickly see what your result looks like.

Once you have a character, you can export it to use in the game or save the particular character, so you can re-load and edit it
later. This is a huge help, in case the character doesn't look exactly right, or if you want to make a similar character later.

And, what if you want a slew of similar characters? Say you want a lot of minor NPCs that look just a bit different? Game
Character Hub has you covered there. With one special Export command, you can create dozens or hundreds of characters (or
faces) which vary in color (such as hair color, eye color, clothing color), all from a single template. This is a great way to fill in
the roster of minor NPCs, very quickly.
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Overall, it's an invaluable tool for character creation and I highly recommend it.. Literally feels like I'm playing laser tag, but I
can be naked in my living room.. they need to update it i cant access my menu.....

JUNK.
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u0432\u0435\u0440\u043d\u0438\u0442\u0435
\u0434\u0435\u043d\u044c\u0433\u0438 .
. Big fan of this indie developer since UNLOVED-
not sure why the UNLOVED community is sleeping on this gem, it's very smooth and slick.
still getting my bearings in the game but so far, it has been really easy to pick up and start immediately, plus the SFX are
familiar enough to be pleasantly suprising when the new character models come into view for the cutter, butcher, salem
servants, etc.
Really pleased with this so far and I hope that my fellow UNLOVED community members will join me in enjoying this too!. I
questioned why they chose bottles while playing the game
well why not. absolutely amazing! I\u2019m completely hooked! Its a classic match three game with a twist. There are 5
different spells you can gain by matching there specific colours and you can use to help you to complete the different levels and
I love this, I love how you have to move the character to release the spritelings and I love how theres a PvE element to it too! I
find myself saying \u201cJust one more level\u201d and three hours later I\u2019m still playing the game. Each level has its
own challenges but none are super hard to complete where you would want to exit the game and never play again. Its super fun
and enjoyable and I would recommend you purchase it immediately, You\u2019ll never want to play any other match 3 game
after playing this!

10\/10
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i live in nottingham and i am a sucker for railway history, need i say good work DTG on this one, kind of my dream route. and
all for a bargain price. my local tesco's car park is on the site of bullwell forest station. and i often walk the old route up to
bestwood colliery. and there still are things to be found such as rotten track panels. so yes i like this route. but i found some bits
buggy at times. apart from that a quality route!. The game has very minimal plot to it, but you should expect that when it comes
to this kind of game. Some plot is better than no plot, I suppose, so I'm not really going to focus on that. The game is really
simple, all you have to do is find groups of three or more gems and click on one of the gems to destroy the whole group, which
is the goal. Different levels have different special mechanics to them, like the shamrock destroying all of the gems in the level,
allowing all new gems to fall, the ice wand looking thing destroys all the gems of a certain color, I'm pretty sure, I never really
caught on to what it did, to be honest. there's the fire torch thing, which burns I think, 4 gems, putting 4 news one in their place,
and lastly, the dagger, which destroys a whole row of gems diagonally. The game is entertaining enough, at least the main
campaign one, but once it got down to trying to get that final achievement for finishing the Arcade, playing the game became an
excercise in tedium. It uses the same level layouts, the same gems, the same mechanics... it just gets boring and repetitious. But
man, I was not going to let an easy 100% game slip through my grasps because I was bored. I stuck it through and finished it and
it only took me 9 and a half hours! Oh dear god. On second thought, I don't think the 1 percent increase on my overall
achievement percentage was worth the repetetive stress injury...

Buy it on sale and play it in your spare time when you're really bored and have nothing better to do, and easily get a 100% game
just by playing it every once in a blue moon, super casually. Don't marathon it like I did, and you might actually enjoy it. It's not
a bad game, it's just not a game that should be marathoned.. Clunky (to say the least) controls and weird hit detection...
... But I could\u00b4nt stop playing until I finished it and got 100%.

I enjoyed the 2+ hours it took.

Wll worth the price i paid, 1.39\u20ac. Fun expansion added some fun things, campaign is fun. And feels a bit different from
the orriginal campaign, with a more of a \\"rewarding feel if you go the extra mile\\" attached to it. I bought it and so far did not
regret it. :)

Keep rocking and keep shining.. She whispersss to usss...
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